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SPECIAL SECTION: ASSESSMENT OF PERSONALITY CHANGE

The HEX-ACO-18: Developing an Age-Invariant HEXACO Short Scale Using Ant
Colony Optimization

Gabriel Olaru1 and Kristin Jankowsky2

1Developmental Psychology, Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands; 2Psychological Assessment, University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany

ABSTRACT
In this study, we developed an age-invariant 18-item short form of the HEXACO Personality
Inventory for use in developmental personality research. We combined the item selection proced-
ure ant colony optimization (ACO) and the model estimation approach local structural equation
modeling (LSEM). ACO is a metaheuristic algorithm that evaluates items based on the quality of
the resulting short scale, thus directly optimizing criteria that can only be estimated with combina-
tions of items, such as model fit and measurement invariance. LSEM allows for model estimation
and measurement invariance testing across a continuous age variable by weighting participants,
rather than splitting the sample into artificial age groups. Using a HEXACO-100 dataset of
N¼ 6,419 participants ranging from 16 to 90 years of age, we selected a short form optimized for
model fit, measurement invariance, facet coverage, and balance of item keying. To achieve scalar
measurement invariance and brevity, but maintain construct coverage, we selected 18 items to
represent three out of four facets from each HEXACO trait domain. The resulting HEX-ACO-18 short
scale showed adequate model fit and scalar measurement invariance across age. Furthermore, the
usefulness and versatility of the item and person sampling procedures ACO and LSEM is
demonstrated.
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Personality traits are robust predictors of a wide variety
of relevant life outcomes (Soto, 2019). In many time-
constrained contexts, like experience sampling or panel
studies, researchers are restricted to very short measures of
personality, ranging from one to six items per factor.
Popular short measures are the Five or Ten Item Personality
Inventory (Gosling et al., 2003), short forms of the Big Five
Inventory (e.g., BFI-10; Rammstedt & John, 2007; BFI-SOEP;
Hahn et al., 2012; BFI-2-XS; Soto & John, 2017), the mini-
IPIP (Donnellan et al., 2006) or the Midlife Development
Inventory (MIDI; Lachman & Weaver, 1997). Generally, these
scales have been selected from a larger item pool or longer
inventory with the goal of maintaining construct coverage or
maximizing the internal consistency of the scale. As such,
items from the initial item pool were evaluated based on fac-
tor loadings, correlations with external outcomes, correlations
with the scale scores of the long form, and expert rated con-
struct coverage (e.g. Stanton et al., 2002).

Because of their use in broad and nationally representa-
tive panel studies with repeated measurements, these short
scales are often used to study change or age-associated dif-
ferences in personality traits. However, the comparability of
the measurement across age (i.e., measurement invariance;
MI) was not considered when developing these scales,
resulting in potentially non-comparable factor means across

age (e.g., Dong & Dumas, 2020). In addition, nearly all com-
monly used short scales are Big Five based and neglect the
trait domain of Honesty-Humility (Ashton & Lee, 2007).
Consequently, developmental findings on this trait domain are
scarce, despite its high relevance for many life outcomes not
covered by Agreeableness (Ashton et al., 2014). In this study,
we seek to develop a HEXACO short scale that fulfills trad-
itional criteria of short scale development, while also providing
adequate model fit and MI across the adult lifespan and thus
being optimal for use in personality development studies.

The HEXACO model

The HEXACO model (Ashton et al., 2004) is a six-dimen-
sional alternative to the Big Five (Goldberg, 1990) or Five-
Factor personality model (McCrae & Costa, 1996). It has
been established and replicated in lexical analyses of several
languages (Ashton et al., 2004; Ashton & Lee, 2007). Its
main difference to the five-dimensional structures of person-
ality is its sixth Honesty-Humility trait domain, as well as
differences in the composition of Agreeableness and
Emotionality (i.e., Neuroticism in the five-dimensional mod-
els). In the HEXACO model, anger-hostility represents the
low pole of the Agreeableness domain, whereas this facet is
allocated to the Neuroticism trait domain in the Big Five
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model. Sentimentality is associated with Emotionality (i.e.,
Neuroticism in the Big Five/FFM) instead of Agreeableness.
Inter-individual differences in honesty, fairness, modesty,
and greed are only weakly represented in the Agreeableness
trait domain of the five-factor models. Whereas the broad
NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 2008)—which is among the
longest personality inventories—captures modesty and
straightforwardness as facets of Agreeableness, shorter
inventories lack a measurement of inter-individual differen-
ces in these personality characteristics.

Honesty-Humility is related to proactive cooperation or,
conversely, exploitation or cheating (e.g., Heck et al., 2018;
Hilbig et al., 2012). The low pole of Honesty-Humility is
related to anti-social, egoistical, and psychopathological
behavior, encompassed in the dark triad (Muris et al., 2017)
or dark factor model (Moshagen et al., 2018). A meta-ana-
lytic investigation indicates that Honesty-Humility is more
strongly (negatively) related to exploitation (e.g., immoral
behavior, short-term mating, lack of cooperation) than
Agreeableness (Zettler et al., 2020). In addition, the
Honesty-Humility domain is related to political values and
orientation (Hilbig & Zettler, 2009), which, in combination
with Openness to Experience, can provide a more compre-
hensive picture of an individual’s value system.

Because of the underrepresentation of Honesty-Humility
in Big Five-based measures and the lack of short scales cap-
turing this trait domain, relatively little is known about the
developmental trajectories thereof. A cross-sectional com-
parison of the HEXACO mean levels on a large sample of
around 100,000 participants showed a linear decrease in
Honesty-Humility from 20 to 70 years of age (around one
standard deviation), whereas the HEXACO Agreeableness
mean-levels differed little across age (Ashton & Lee, 2016).
Cross-sectional age patterns of “dark traits” (e.g., deceitful-
ness, sadism, vindictiveness) showed a linear decline of
about one standard deviation from the age of 20 to 50
(Hartung et al., 2021).

However, longitudinal evidence for developmental trends
is generally based on short scales used in broad panel stud-
ies. To encourage the use of the HEXACO model in con-
texts with limited item numbers (e.g., panel studies; daily
diary studies) and to expand the evidence on developmental
trajectories and correlates across the lifespan, we sought to
develop a short-scale that provides a high comparability of
the HEXACO trait domains across a broad age range.

Considerations when developing short scales

Short scale construction is about defining desired criteria for
the scale and identifying the items that maximize these crite-
ria. Traditionally, short scales are developed by selecting the
items with the highest Principal Component Analysis main
loadings or alpha if item deleted under the assumption that
this approach maintains measurement precision and con-
struct coverage of the scale. However, this procedure
rewards potentially redundant items with high correlations,
resulting in narrow scales that only capture the core aspect
of the original constructs. As a result, such a short scale

based on a Conscientiousness item pool may only measure
the facet of Diligence, sacrificing validity in favor of internal
consistency. Consequently, theoretically assumed correlations
with relevant outcomes may not be empirically replicated
because the relevant variance has been removed to increase
the internal consistency of the scale. Despite also being
intended to improve or maintain the unidimensionality of
the measures, selecting items with high main loadings does
not necessarily improve model fit (Olaru et al., 2015), which
is a prevalent issue for broad personality scales (Hopwood &
Donnellan, 2010).

Ultra-short scales are the most prevalent measures of per-
sonality traits in (longitudinal) panel studies. As such, a
large proportion of lifespan personality development
research is based on very brief scales. However, in the devel-
opment of these scales, the comparability of the trait scores
across age—and thus an unbiased measurement of personal-
ity change—was not adequately addressed. This requirement
is also known as the psychometric concept of measurement
invariance (MI; Horn & McArdle, 1992). MI refers to the
equivalence of the model and parameter estimates (e.g., fac-
tor loadings, item intercepts) across groups of people: in the
case of aging research, across the age of participants. This
constraint ensures that the extracted factors and factor
parameters are comparable across age, which is essential
when studying change or age-associated differences in the
latent traits (Allemand et al., 2007; Brandt et al., 2018; Nye
et al., 2016).

A lack of MI can severely bias the findings on develop-
mental trends (e.g., Chen, 2007). It indicates that the items
measure different developmental constructs or are affected
by age-associated differences that are not captured by the
latent factor. To test MI, the measurement model is esti-
mated on different samples (e.g., age groups) and the
equivalence of the model parameters is tested across groups.
Model parameters are sequentially constrained to equality
and the increase in model misfit due to these constraints is
evaluated as an indicator of whether MI holds (Cheung &
Rensvold, 2002). Generally, a model with no parameter con-
straints (i.e., configural MI) is compared to a model with
equal factor loadings across groups (i.e., metric MI).
Subsequently, item intercepts (i.e., scalar MI) and residual
variances (i.e., strict MI) are additionally constrained.

The lack of comparability across age is a common issue
in personality development research. In an overview of MI
testing in personality development studies, Dong and
Dumas (2020) reported that 10 out of the 17 (59%) studies
achieved scalar MI across age, which is required for the
comparison of factor means across age. However, this ratio
should be interpreted with caution, as the majority of these
studies used very short inventories, aggregated indicators
(i.e., item parcels), or only examined a small number of age
groups. With an increasing number of items and age groups,
achieving MI was less likely (Dong & Dumas, 2020). Many
studies also only achieved partial MI, that is, some item
intercepts were allowed to vary across age groups. In add-
ition, many personality scales yield insufficient model fit
even without invariance constraints (e.g., Hopwood &
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Donnellan, 2010), thus technically not even achieving con-
figural measurement invariance. To overcome these issues,
model fit and MI need to be considered as item selection
criteria when developing scales for personality research and
personality development research in particular.

The complexity of item selection

Model fit and MI are scale properties that can only be esti-
mated based on combinations of items. Traditional item
selection procedures typically evaluate each item individu-
ally, for instance by computing factor loadings, criterion
correlations, long form correlation, or construct coverage
ratings for each item (e.g., McCrae & Costa, 2004;
Donnellan et al., 2006; Rammstedt & John, 2007; Soto &
John, 2017). The items are then compared to each other
based on the criteria, and the items that excel most with
respect to the criteria are then retained for the short form.
However, these item-level criteria are only proxies for the
scale-level criteria that are of central interest. For instance,
items with the lowest main loadings can be eliminated to
increase reliability, while items with the highest modification
indices can be removed to improve model fit. However, this
approach suffers from an unnecessary degree of uncertainty,
as items are selected based on their properties in the full
model—but not in the final model. When removing items,
the characteristics of the remaining items (e.g., factor load-
ings, modification indices) will change. In addition, when
using a large number of selection criteria, item characteris-
tics will not unequivocally support the same items (e.g., item
A has the highest main loading but item B the highest out-
come correlation). Scale developers must then decide how to
balance and weight the various decision rules. However,
these decisions are made without knowing what the final
short scale properties will be (e.g., are outcome correlations
and reliability already high enough but model fit lacking?).
When selecting a final subscale, it is thus unclear whether
the selected items truly represent the best possible combin-
ation of items with respect to the desired scale properties.

A more informed decision on which items should be
selected can be reached when the performance of the final
short scale with respect to the desired criteria is known.
Knowing exactly what model fit the potential resulting short
scales will achieve eliminates the uncertainty in the item
selection process. However, to do so, each possible combin-
ation of items needs to be evaluated. For example, when
selecting 15 out of 30 items, this amounts to 155,117,520
possible combinations, for all of which a Confirmatory
Factor Analysis would need to be estimated. If MI is also
evaluated, the different MI levels also need to be estimated
for each item combination, further increasing the computa-
tional load. Because estimating such a large number of mod-
els is often not feasible due to time and resource constraints,
combinatorial optimization algorithms are used to develop
psychological short scales (D€orendahl & Greiff, 2020). One
such metaheuristic algorithms that has been successfully
used as an item selection tool for psychological assessment
is ant colony optimization (ACO; e.g., Leite et al., 2008;

Olaru et al., 2015; Olaru, Schroeders, Hartung, et al., 2019).
It can be used to select items directly based on the proper-
ties of the resulting short scale instead of item-level proper-
ties in the initial full model. By applying a heuristic based
on the foraging behavior of ants, it is also much more effi-
cient at finding a solution than estimating all possible
combinations.

Ant colony optimization

On a general level, ACO is a tool that selects and evaluates
combinations of items (for a detailed description see Olaru,
Schroeders, Hartung, et al., 2019). Across several iterations,
it learns which items provide the best results in term of
user-defined optimization criteria (e.g., model fit, reliability).
This learning heuristic is mimicking the behavior of ants in
search of food. Ants use pheromone trails to communicate
shorter routes from the nest to the food source to other
ants. In a similar fashion, ACO uses virtual “pheromone”
values to identify an optimal item set across several itera-
tions of selecting item combinations and evaluating these on
the optimization criterion. For instance, ACO can be used
to identify a short scale of six items and evaluate the result-
ing model fit of a two-factor model based on these items. At
the beginning of the search, it will randomly select a num-
ber of short scales (the number of item sets to be tested can
be set by the user). The model fits of the randomly selected
item sets are then compared to one another. The virtual
“pheromone” values of the items of the best previous solu-
tion are increased, further increasing the likelihood of these
items to be drawn in subsequent iterations. Several six-item
combinations are selected based on the new selection proba-
bilities and the model fit of the resulting models is again
compared to each other. The selection probability is then
further increased for the items of the solution with best
model fit. This process of selection, evaluation, and increas-
ing of pheromone levels is repeated across several iterations
until the desired criteria cannot be further optimized.

Local structural equation modeling

In the current study, we seek to develop a personality short
scale that is measurement invariant across age for the use in
personality development studies. As such, one central opti-
mization criterion of the scale is its MI across age. MI is
generally evaluated with multi-group confirmatory factor
analysis (MGCFA), a procedure in which the sample is split
into groups and the model is compared across these groups.
In the context of personality development research, the sam-
ple is divided into age groups. The issue with this approach
is that this division represents an artificial categorization of
a continuous variable (age) and the resulting groups can be
very broad and heterogeneous. Depending on how the sam-
ple is split, the group-based findings may differ from the
actual underlying age-differences (Hildebrandt et al., 2016;
MacCallum et al., 2002). Non-linear developmental trends
or potential critical age points are difficult to identify with a
low number of broad age groups (Hildebrandt et al., 2016).
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In addition, broad age groups result in a loss of information
within group differences (MacCallum et al., 2002). Selecting
a short scale based on a specific sample split might thus
reduce the generalizability of the short scale to applications
with a different age distribution.

To address this issue, we used a MI testing procedure
that would maintain the continuous nature of age, namely
local structural equation modeling (LSEM; Hildebrandt
et al., 2009). Instead of splitting the sample into age
groups to achieve sufficient sample sizes for the model
estimation, LSEM estimates the model at each age point
based on sampling weights for the entire sample.
Participants with the target age are fully included in the
model estimation, whereas younger and older participants
are only partially weighted, with decreasing weights based
on the difference to the target age (e.g., for the age 30
model, participants with age 30 were weighted by 1.0, 29
and 31-year old participants by 0.9, 28 and 32 year old
participants with 0.7, etc.). This weighting function fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution around the target age (for an
illustration, see Olaru, Schroeders, Hartung, et al., 2019).
Because the sampling weights result in overlapping sam-
ples for the model estimation at different age points, the
model parameters estimated are “smoothed” across the
moderator (similar to loess-smoothing).

Using this weighting approach, a sufficient sample size is
achieved for the model estimation at each age without hav-
ing to split the sample into artificial age groups. MI can
then be tested similarly to MGCFA by comparing global fit
indices (e.g., Comparative Fit Index) between models with
parameters constrained to equality. More specifically, a
model without additional age-related constraints (i.e., con-
figural MI) is compared to a model with factor loading
equivalence across age (i.e., metric MI), which is compared
to a model with additionally-constrained item intercepts
across age (i.e., scalar MI). As an additional step, residual
variances of the items can also be constrained to equality
(i.e., strict MI).

The present study

The goal of the current study is to develop an 18-item
HEXACO short scale for the use in personality research,
particularly for personality development studies. We chose
18-items, as this would match the length of popular Big
Five short scales (e.g., Soto & John, 2017; Hahn et al.,
2012), and provide a good tradeoff between construct
coverage and developmental homogeneity across facets
needed for measurement invariance across age (see,
Ashton & Lee, 2016; Olaru et al., 2018). We used the
items from the HEXACO-100 and an US American sam-
ple of N¼ 6,419 participants covering a wide age range.
We applied ACO to select an 18-item short scale (three
items per trait domain) with the goal of maximizing
model fit, MI across age in LSEM (i.e., 20 to 70 years of
age), construct coverage and item key balance.

Methods

Sample

For this study, we reanalyzed data that were collected online
at http://hexaco.org/hexaco-online (Lee & Ashton, 2020).
Participants completed the HEXACO-100 voluntarily and
anonymously and were provided feedback after completing
the questionnaire. Data were collected from 2014 to 2018.
For additional information about the ethics approval, data
set and the data cleaning procedure, please see Lee and
Ashton (2020). We used a subsample of the data consisting
of participants from the USA (N¼ 162,075), as these repre-
sented the largest subgroup in the overall sample and would
minimize the effect of language and culture on the measure-
ment. We removed participants with a reported age lower
than 16 years and higher than 90 years. To ensure that an
overrepresentation of younger participants would not skew
the weighted samples in LSEM toward younger age and thus
affect the item selection procedure, we selected 100 partici-
pants matched by gender for each year of age wherever pos-
sible (i.e., 16 to 73 years of age). For the age range of 74 to
90 years, we retained all available cases. The resulting sample
consisted of 6,419 participants with a mean age of 47.7 years
(SD¼ 18.7), of which 3,171 (49%) were female.

Because ACO is an optimization procedure that tries to
find the optimal solution for a given sample, it can poten-
tially result in a solution that is over-fitted to the specific
sample on which it was fit. To ensure that the resulting
short scale is generalizable across samples, we cross-vali-
dated the scale on a holdout sample. More specifically, we
split the original sample into two equally large (N¼ 3,210
and N¼ 3,209), gender- and age-matched samples. We ran
ACO only on the first sample (i.e., training sample). We
then evaluated the selected short scale by fitting the model
on the second sample (i.e., validation sample). The weighted
training sample sizes in LSEM (i.e., the sum of sample
weights ranging from 0 to 1) ranged from Nw¼ 678.8 for
the model at age 20 to Nw¼ 818.8 at age 70 with a max-
imum of Nw¼ 939.0 at age 55. In the validation sample,
weighted sample sizes ranged from Nw¼ 676.6 at age 20 to
Nw¼ 834.5 at age 70 with a maximum of Nw¼ 933.9 at age
45 (differences between samples resulted from small age dif-
ferences between training and validation sample: M¼ 47.6/
47.8; SD¼ 18.6/18.7).

Measurement instrument

As the initial item pool, we used the 100-item version of the
HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2018). The HEXACO-PI-R
measures six personality trait domains—Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Emotionality, Extraversion, Honesty-
Humility, and Openness—that are further subdivided into
four facets, each measured by four items. Of the 25 facet
scales, 21 are perfectly balanced with respect to item keying;
the remaining four have at least one positively- and one
negatively-keyed item. The HEXACO-100 also measures an
Altruism facet that is not assigned to any of the aforemen-
tioned trait domains. We thus only used the 96 items that
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were univocally mapped onto the HEXACO trait domains.
Participants indicated their agreement with the different
statements on a five-point scale (1¼ strongly disagree,
2¼ disagree, 3¼ neutral, 4¼ agree, 5¼ strongly agree). The
full questionnaire can be retrieved from the HEXACO
homepage (https://hexaco.org).

Statistical analysis

All analysis scripts are available in an OSF repository
(https://osf.io/ayvqt/). We used a correlated six factor-model
with three items per factor. The factors were identified by
constraining the first factor loading to 1 and the first item
intercept to 0 (i.e., marker method), thus freeing the factor
variance and mean. The identification method does not
affect the measurement invariance test, as other approaches
constrain the factor variance or mean instead, resulting in
the same model fit. We used the marker method because it
estimates the factor means by default, which are otherwise
not automatically freed under scalar measurement invariance
constraints in LSEM. We estimated the model with the
cfa-function in the R-package lavaan (Rosseel, 2012). To
evaluate MI across age in LSEM, we used the lsem.estimate-
function in the R package sirt (Robitzsch, 2020). In line with
the recommendations in the literature (Hildebrandt et al.,
2016), we used a bandwidth value of h¼ 2. We estimated
the model from 20 to 70 years of age in steps of five years.
Younger and older participants were still included in the
model estimation due to the symmetric sample weighting
procedure, but the selected end points ensured that enough
cases were available on both sides of the weighting function
around the target age point. When estimating models at the
borders of the age distribution (e.g., below 20 or above
70 years of age), the symmetric weighting function will result
in weighted samples that are on average older or younger
than the targeted age because of a lack of participants out-
side these ranges.

By default, LSEM estimates the model sequentially across
age (i.e., estimates model parameters for each age point) and
provides model fit indices for each age point. To achieve a
global model fit estimate for the different MI levels, we used
the joint estimation procedure (Robitzsch, 2020). The joint
estimation procedure corresponds to a classical MGCFA, in
which each weighted age sample is treated as an independ-
ent group. Because the weighted samples overlap, v2-values
and degrees of freedom are inflated, while goodness-of-fit
indices such as the comparative fit index (CFI) are
unaffected. The joint estimation approach also allowed us to
constrain model parameters to equality across age for MI
testing. We compared the metric MI model (i.e., equal factor
loadings across age) to a scalar MI model (i.e., factor load-
ings and item intercepts constrained to equality across age).
We compared the goodness-of-fit index CFI between the
nested models to evaluate the increase in misfit due to the
parameter constraints. A substantial deviation between sub-
sequently strict models (DCFI > .010; Cheung & Rensvold,
2002) would suggest that the parameters are not measure-
ment invariant across age.

Optimization criteria

The item selection was set to optimize overall model fit, MI
across age, construct coverage, and item key balancing of
the resulting 18-item HEXACO short scale. To balance the
various optimization criteria equally, we transformed each
single criterion to a range from 0 to 1 before computing an
average to form the overall evaluation score used by ACO to
compare solutions. More details on the optimization criteria
are given below (please see OSF for the exact optimization
function: https://osf.io/ayvqt/).

1. Model fit
To achieve adequate MI and model fit for the short scale,
we aimed to maximize the overall model fit of the scalar MI
model as this was the most restrictive model we tested. We
evaluated overall model fit with a combination of the CFI
and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA;
acceptable/good fit: CFI � .90/.95; RMSEA � .08/.06; Hu &
Bentler, 1999). We thus used the two model fit indices in
the ACO optimization function. To ensure that the model
fit indicators were comparable despite the different metrics,
we logit-transformed each indicator to a range of 0 to 1 (for
more details, see Janssen et al., 2017; Olaru, Schroeders,
Hartung, et al., 2019).

2. Measurement invariance
To optimize the short scale’s MI across age, we tried to
reduce the model fit differences between the MI levels.
Specifically, we used the CFI difference between the metric
and scalar MI level as an optimization criterion with the
goal of decreasing it below a threshold of DCFI ¼ .01. The
CFI difference was also logit transformed. We focused on
the scalar measurement invariance level, because this level of
measurement invariance was particularly problematic.

3. Construct coverage
To maintain construct coverage, we used two sub-criteria.
First, we optimized the proportion of facets covered with a
value of 1 for 18 different facets across the 18 items and 0
for a lower coverage/number of facets. We also tried to
ensure that the item keying balance was maintained. To do
so, solutions with at least four factors including one or two
negatively coded items were scored with a 1, and 0 for a
lower number of balanced facets.

4. Factor loadings and correlations
In contrast to model fit, MI, and construct coverage,
increasing factor loadings was not essential to the scale.
Instead, this constraint would have unnecessarily narrowed
the construct coverage of the measure. However, to prevent
the selection of solutions with good model fit but non-sig-
nificant or very low factor loadings, the smallest loading of
the model was included as an optimization parameter.
Specifically, we wanted to ensure that all loadings were at
least k � .30.
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Another criterion we deemed necessary for a useful short
scale is that the factors should not highly overlap, as is often
the case for self-report personality measurement models
(e.g., Park et al., 2020). High correlations between the trait
domains may indicate strong response styles or artifacts,
such as socially desirable responding or self-evaluation ten-
dencies (Leising et al., 2020). Selecting items that would
decrease trait domain correlations might thus reduce the
effect of these sources of variance on the measurement of
the personality traits. The largest absolute factor correlations
were logit-transformed with a turning point of r ¼ .55: the
objective was to minimize these values. This cutoff may
seem high, but the personality trait domain correlations are
typically high when estimated with Confirmatory Factor
Analysis (Park et al., 2020).

Ant colony optimization parameters

We estimated 120 models per iteration. After each iteration,
pheromone values for the items of the best solution found
in the iteration were increased by the evaluation score (i.e.,
the average across all optimization criteria ranging from 0 to
1). The search was aborted if no improvement to the overall
best solution could be found after 90 iterations. As ACO is
a probabilistic procedure that may yield a different solution
with each run, we started the item selection 20 times with
different random number generator seeds and used the
overall best solution out of the 20 runs (based on the train-
ing sample).

Results

Construct coverage and item key balance

The final item set selected by ACO (HEX-ACO-18) is pre-
sented in Table 1. Each item represents a different facet
from the original HEXACO model. The facets Fairness (H),
Sentimentality (E), Sociability (X), Flexibility (A),
Perfectionism (C), and Inquisitiveness (O) were not retained
in the final scale. Item key balance was mainly maintained,

with all factors except for Conscientiousness and
Extraversion containing at least one positive and one nega-
tively coded item. Overall, there were seven positively keyed
and eleven negatively keyed items in the final short scale.
The average correlation between the scale scores of the short
and long form was r ¼ .82 (see Table 1).

Factor loadings and correlations

The final six factor-model estimated on the validation sam-
ple is presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, all factor load-
ings were at least k � .30. The average factor saturation
McDonald’s omega was x ¼ .58 for the short scale (see
Table 1). In the long form, the average factor saturation was
x ¼ .84 (ranging from Conscientiousness x ¼ .81 to
Honesty-Humility x ¼ .87), which would correspond to x
¼ .50 for a three item scale. The average absolute correl-
ation between the factors was r ¼ .24 (long form mean
absolute r ¼ .23), and similar to the factor analytic correla-
tions in the long form (for a comparison see OSF Figure 1;
https://osf.io/ayvqt/). The factor analytic correlations
between Extraversion, Emotionality and Agreeableness were
highest (see OSF Table 1 and 2 for scale score correlations),
and we were not able to reduce them in the process of item
selection. The most notable deviations between the short
and long form were a smaller Honesty-Humility—
Agreeableness correlation (rshort ¼ .39 vs. rlong ¼ .49), and a
stronger negative Emotionality—Agreeableness correlation
(rshort ¼ �.52 vs. rlong ¼ �.37). These differences can be
attributed to the omission of Sentimentality, Flexibility and
Fairness, which correlated positively with the other trait
domains (see OSF Table 3).

Model fit and measurement invariance

Model fit for the full 18-item model was acceptable in both
the training and validation sample (see Table 2). Model fit
decreased when tested out of the original training sample
but was still adequate. Constraining factor loadings and item

Table 1. Items of the HEX-ACO-18 short scale.

Domain Facet Item

H
x ¼ .64
rsl ¼ .84 (.74)

Sincerity I wouldn’t pretend to like someone just to get that person to do favors for me. (78)
Greed-Avoidance I would like to be seen driving around in a very expensive car. (66 R)
Modesty I want people to know that I am an important person of high status. (96 R)

E
x ¼ .52
rsl ¼ .82 (.70)

Fearfulness Even in an emergency I wouldn’t feel like panicking. (77 R)
Dependence When I suffer from a painful experience, I need someone to make me feel comfortable. (17)
Anxiety I sometimes can’t help worrying about little things. (11)

X
x ¼ .61
rsl ¼ .84 (.75)

Social Self-Esteem I feel that I am an unpopular person. (52 R)
Social Boldness I rarely express my opinions in group meetings. (10 R)
Liveliness Most people are more upbeat and dynamic than I generally am. (94 R)

A
x ¼ .58
rsl ¼ .84 (.74)

Forgiveness I rarely hold a grudge, even against people who have badly wronged me. (3)
Gentleness I generally accept people’s faults without complaining about them. (33)
Patience I find it hard to keep my temper when people insult me. (93 R)

C
x ¼ .61
rsl ¼ .78 (.63)

Diligence Often when I set a goal, I end up quitting without having reached it. (56 R)
Prudence I make a lot of mistakes because I don’t think before I act. (44 R)
Organization When working, I sometimes have difficulties due to being disorganized. (74 R)

O
x ¼ .52
rsl ¼ .80 (.67)

Unconventionality I think that paying attention to radical ideas is a waste of time. (19 R)
Aesthetic Appreciation If I had the opportunity, I would like to attend a classical music concert. (49)
Creativity I would enjoy creating a work of art, such as a novel, a song, or a painting. (37)

Note. x ¼ Reliability (factor saturation) McDonald’s omega; rsl ¼ correlation between the scale scores of the short and long form (part-whole corrected). The ori-
ginal HEXACO-100 item number is given in parentheses, R indicates that the item is reverse-keyed.
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intercepts to equality across age did not deteriorate model
fit beyond the common cutoffs. Scalar MI could thus be
achieved in both the training and validation sample (see
Table 2), suggesting that the factor means based on the
selected scale were comparable across a broad age range.

The power of automated combinatorial item selection

To demonstrate the effectiveness of ACO as an item selec-
tion technique, we compared the achieved criteria to that of

a random selection of items. More specifically, we generated
1,000 item sets that would adhere to the same constraints
on facet coverage and item balance as our selected short
scale (i.e., 18 facets and item key balance on at least four
trait domains). We then estimated their corresponding mod-
els. The distributions of CFI, RMSEA, and DCFI between
metric and scalar measurement invariance levels are pre-
sented in Figure 2, alongside the achieved values of our item
selection. As illustrated, ACO optimized all criteria beyond
the 99.9th percentile of the distributions, in both the training
and validation sample. In contrast to the RMSEA, which
was acceptable for all randomly selected solutions, the CFI
and DCFI seemed to be particularly problematic. The CFI is
generally poor for broad personality models, as the relatively
low factor loadings and large number of small cross-loadings
or residual correlations may decrease the difference between
the tested and null or baseline model (see e.g., Moshagen &
Auerswald, 2018). Measurement invariance was across age is
generally difficult to achieve because of the heterogeneity of
the (facet-)items and the age-associated patterns thereof.

Discussion

In this study, we developed a HEXACO short scale for use
in developmental research and personality research in gen-
eral. We selected 18 items from the HEXACO-100 to create
a short scale that would achieve sufficient model fit and MI
across age, while maintaining construct coverage and item
key balance. Achieving good model fit with broad personal-
ity scales covering several trait domains is a very difficult
task (Hopwood & Donnellan, 2010; see also Figure 2) that
requires state-of-the-art item selection tools such as ACO.
Because we optimized the scale directly within a six-factor
model instead of separate one-factor models, we also
ensured that residual correlations and cross-loadings would
be minimized and that the entire scaled could be modeled
at once. By also reducing the trait domain correlations, we
tried to ensure that the resulting scales would be as unidi-
mensional and “pure” as possible, without resorting to
approaches that would narrow down the construct coverage.

Because we optimized MI across age, the HEX-ACO-18
is not only suitable for studying normative, structural, and
divergent age patterns, but also for how outcome correla-
tions vary across age or life stages. However, the scale

Figure 1. Model parameters of the HEX-ACO.
Note. Model parameters were estimated based on the scalar measurement
invariant model in the full validation sample (N¼3,209). For model fit indices
see Table 2.

Table 2. Model fit and measurement invariance across age.

Training Validation
CFA df v2 CFI RMSEA SRMR v2 CFI RMSEA SRMR

Full sample 120 308.360 .931 .036 .031 823.793 .908 .043 .036

LSEM CFI RMSEA SRMR CFI RMSEA SRMR

Configural .942 .032 .035 .920 .039 .039
Metric .944 .030 .036 .921 .037 .040
Scalar .938 .030 .038 .914 .037 .042
Strict .909 .035 .042 .887 .040 .046

Note. CFA¼ Confirmatory factor analysis; Full sample¼Model estimated on the full training/validation sample without age-moderation; LSEM¼ Local structural
equation modeling (used for measurement invariance testing); Configural¼No equality constraints across samples/moderators; metric¼ constrained factor
loadings across age; scalar¼ additionally constrained factor item intercepts across age; strict¼ additionally constrained item residuals across age;
CFI¼ Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA¼ Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; SRMR¼ Standardized Root Mean Square Residual. Degrees of freedom and
v2-values for LSEM are inflated due to treating the weighted samples as independent and are thus not reported. Achieved measurement invariance levels are
marked in bold.
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development approach used in this study also ensures that
the scale is useful for personality research in general.
Personality scales are often developed on restricted age sam-
ples (e.g., students, middle-aged adults) and thus the applic-
ability of the selected items outside this age range may not
be given (e.g., Olaru, Schroeders, Wilhelm, et al., 2019).
Because we selected items in such a way that the psychomet-
ric properties were stable across the adult lifespan, the scale
can be used in student samples just as well as in studies on
old adulthood.

Defining central criteria, specifying their relative import-
ance and desired or acceptable cutoff values is an essential
step in scale construction. No item set will excel on all prop-
erties, and some selection criteria may be opposing (e.g.,
construct heterogeneity and measurement invariance). For
the current goal of developing an unbiased assessment of
personality change or age-associated differences, we deemed
model fit and measurement invariance across age most rele-
vant. As such, we prioritized these characteristics over
others. Consequently, we could not maintain full construct
coverage and perfect item key balance. For instance, the
Extraversion and Conscientiousness scales are only repre-
sented by reverse-keyed items, and as such may be more
affected by acquiescent or extreme response styles than the
other trait scales. The facets Fairness (H), Sentimentality (E),
Sociability (X), Flexibility (A), Perfectionism (C), and
Inquisitiveness (O) were not retained for the HEX-ACO-18.
The omission of these facets has shifted the construct cover-
age of some of the trait domains. Most notably, the omis-
sion of Inquisitiveness from the Openness factor resulted in
a stronger cultural emphasis of the scale and a reduced its
focus on intellect. Similarly, the exclusion of Fairness from
the Honesty-Humility domain resulted in a stronger repre-
sentation of the Humility aspect of the trait domain, more
specifically through the inclusion of two status-seek-
ing items.

The excluded facets diverged most from the trait domain
age patterns in a study on cross-sectional age differences in
the full HEXACO (Ashton & Lee, 2016). For scalar MI
across age at the trait domain level, the age patterns of the
facets must be similar (e.g., Olaru et al., 2018). In line with

this, ACO discarded the facets that deviated most strongly
from this pattern. Conceptually, the trait domain scale was
cleaned in such a way that a cohesive developmental con-
struct was measured, at the cost of within-age specificity. As
such, this approach is in stark contrast to studies on age-
associated differences in the nuances (i.e., items) of person-
ality (M~ottus et al., 2019; M~ottus & Rozgonjuk 2021), as we
eliminated age-associated differences on the item and facet
level that were not accounted for by the trait domain level
(for a discussion on measurement invariance and formative
models of personality see, Achaa-Amankwaa et al., 2021).
Formative models can be particularly interesting in the con-
text of broad and heterogenous short scales to maximize the
scale-outcome associations (Myszkowski et al., 2019). In this
case, the explained variance by the six trait domain scores
could be compared to the 18 facet-items to judge how much
of the outcome related variance is specific to the facets—and
whether a longer measure is needed to investigate the asso-
ciations in more detail.

Short scales are often criticized for their low reliability,
but this view is often based on the traditional focus on
internal consistency of scales–which provides an under-esti-
mation of the actual item reliabilities (Sijtsma, 2009). For a
three-item scale, achieving a McDonald’s omega or
Cronbach’s alpha of x/a � .70 would require the average
factor loading to be at least k ¼ .66, or the average inter-
item correlation to be r ¼ .43, respectively. These correlations
are quite high for heterogeneous trait domain measures and
would narrow the construct coverage. A more adequate rep-
resentation of reliability would be based on the test-retest cor-
relations of the scale. Recent studies have shown that single
personality items have quite high retest correlations, with an
average of r ¼ .65 (M~ottus et al., 2019) over the course of
one or two-weeks. For a scale of three items, the scale level
retest reliability would amount to r ¼ .85.

Short scale construction as a combinatorial problem

Metaheuristic optimization algorithms such as ACO are
powerful scale development tools because they are able to
optimize combinatorial scale properties (e.g., model fit)

Figure 2. Model fit and measurement invariance distribution of randomly selected 18-item models.
Note. Distributions of CFI, RMSEA and DCFI of 1,000 randomly selected scalar measurement models. The dashed and solid vertical lines indicate the achieved criter-
ion for the HEX-ACO solution in the training sample and validation sample, respectively.
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directly on the resulting short scale. Traditionally, items are
selected based on item level properties (e.g., factor loading) of
the initial item pool (e.g., the full scale). This approach relies
on the assumption that the item level criteria are directly
related to the desired scale criteria and that the initial item
properties do not change after items have been removed. In
addition, the various item selection criteria generally do not
unequivocally support the same items: it is up to the researcher
to decide which items to choose for the final version.
However, as Figure 2 showed, the room for errors or uncer-
tainty in the item selection procedure is small to non-existent
when optimizing model fit and measurement invariance of
broad personality scales (see also, Jankowsky et al., 2020).
Because the most optimal approach—estimating each possible
combination of items—is too computationally demanding, we
used ACO as a heuristic item selection procedure to reduce
the number of models that had to be estimated.

This study has also shown the usefulness of combinatorial
item-selection for the field of psychological assessment, but
in particular personality assessment, which suffers from the
issues of a lack of model fit (e.g., Hopwood & Donnellan,
2010) and MI (Dong & Dumas; 2020). ACO or similar
metaheuristic procedures (e.g., genetic algorithm; Yarkoni,
2010) have been used in several scale development contexts
to improve (among others) model fit and reliability (e.g.,
Kerber et al., 2020; Leite et al., 2008; Janssen et al., 2017).
They have also been used in several studies to improve the
MI of scales in a multi-group context, for instance to
improve the gender-fairness of knowledge tests (Schroeders
et al., 2016) or the comparability between personality scales
across different languages or cultures (Jankowsky et al.,
2020; Olaru & Danner, 2021). Typically, scales are first
developed based on English-speaking samples and then
translated and applied in other cultural contexts. However,
this approach may cause measurement issues due to cultural
differences (e.g., the Excitement-Seeking item “I like roller
coasters” in the Philippines; Church et al., 2011). Similar
issues can be found when scales are developed for young or
middle-aged adults but applied to samples of older age after-
wards (e.g., “I like roller coasters” for older participants;
Olaru, Schroeders, Wilhelm, et al., 2019).

So far, metaheuristic optimization algorithms have been
mostly used in the context of short scale development based
on established measurement instruments, but rarely to develop
full scales (for an exception, see, Moshagen et al., 2018). In
the context of short scale construction, the factor structure is
generally given by the long form and items are selected within
this model. When developing a full scale, items can also be
based on a theoretically-assumed structure and selected with
ACO to fit this structure well. Because ACO only selects the
items, any type of structure can be defined by the user (e.g.,
higher-order; Olaru et al., 2018; bi-factor; Jankowsky et al.,
2020). For a more bottom-up development approach (e.g.,
Condon et al., 2020), a large item pool can be generated or
created based on existing measures (e.g., Condon, 2018;
Yarkoni, 2010). After an initial structuring or item clustering
step, items can then be selected with ACO to fit the derived
factor structure best (see e.g., Wendt et al., 2021).

Continuous age moderation with local structural
equation modeling

We used LSEM in this study to moderate the measurement
model across age and test for MI. In personality development
research, age patterns in the personality traits are investigated
based on scale scores or in MGCFA if latent variable modeling
is used. The issue with both approaches is that age groups
have to be created before scores or factor means are compared
across age. This step is always somewhat arbitrary as age differ-
ences within a group can be larger than between individuals in
different groups (e.g., at the cutoffs). The way in which age
groups are formed will affect the overall patterns found
(Hildebrandt et al., 2016; MacCallum et al., 2002). Even if the
overall sample size allows for narrow age groups, individuals
within the group may be in different life stages (e.g., transition
from education into work) despite similar chronological age.
The discrepancy between chronological age and other more
subjective age concepts also applies to LSEM, but the weighting
approach can somewhat reduce this difference. With a median
age of marriage around 30 years, an age group approach might
split the sample into an early and late marriage group, whereas
the LSEM model at age 30 will include all participants around
that age in the model estimation.

We used LSEM in a cross-sectional context, but its true
potential lies in the combination of LSEM and longitudinal
models (Olaru et al., 2020; Wagner et al., 2019).
Longitudinal models of personality can be moderated across
continuous age to investigate how personality change across
time varies as a function of participants’ age. Because age is
incorporated as a within- and between-subject variable in
these models, researchers can distinguish between cross-sec-
tional and longitudinal age differences and check if these
align. As each parameter of the model is moderated, this
approach also allows for the simultaneous examination of
normative (i.e., mean-level), differential (i.e., rank-order sta-
bility), structural (i.e., correlations) and divergent (i.e., var-
iances) personality change across time and age.

Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies are complement-
ing approaches of studying age-associated differences in per-
sonality. Longitudinal approaches allow for the examination
of change by studying the same individuals over repeated
measurement occasions, whereas cross-sectional studies are
focused on age-associated differences between participants.
Cross-sectional studies generally cover broader age ranges
and item sets, but may be affected by cohort differences.
Longitudinal findings may be affected by measurement occa-
sion effects or repeated scale administration (e.g., regression
to the mean, practice effects). In this study we optimized MI
across age in a cross-sectional context. An optimization of
both cross-sectional and longitudinal comparability with
longitudinal LSEM would have been preferable. However,
longitudinal datasets generally only cover narrow age ranges
or use shortened inventories that cannot be used in the con-
text of item selection. In addition, longitudinal administra-
tions of longer personality inventories generally only cover
short time spans used to evaluate re-test reliability or a small
number of repeated measures, which would not allow us to
rule out measurement occasion specific effects.
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Limitations of the present study

Although the short scale in this study was derived from a
well-established measure of the HEXACO model and a
broad age sample of over 6,000 participants, it still suffers
from some limitations. First, the sample used is an online
convenience sample. As such, the quality of the data might
have been compromised. On the other hand, as participants
only received feedback on their trait levels and no other
reward, the incentive for faking or careless responding
should have been rather small. Second, because the sample
was a convenience sample, it might represent a more edu-
cated proportion of the population with an interest in per-
sonality. Third, even though we were able to select from 100
items, a larger item pool (e.g., HEXACO-200) would have
been preferable to increase the quality of the final short
scale. However, because age-coverage was of central concern
in this study, we decided to use the much broader sample
collected for the 100-item version. And finally, to achieve a
sufficiently low item number, as well as adequate model fit
and MI across age, we could only retain three out of four
facets per trait domain. The short scale thus does not pro-
vide full HEXACO facet coverage.

Conclusion

In this study, we developed an 18-item HEXACO short scale
for use in personality research, particularly in developmental
studies. We used ACO to select items from the HEXACO-
100 that would optimize model fit, measurement invariance
across age, and construct coverage of the resulting short scale.
We used LSEM to estimate age effects on the measurement
of the HEXACO trait domains and maintain the continuous
nature of age. The HEX-ACO-18 covers 18 of the original
HEXACO facets and yielded adequate model fit and measure-
ment invariance across a broad age range of 20 to 70 years of
age. In addition to developing a short scale, we also demon-
strated the purposefulness and versatility of metaheuristic
item selection procedures in the context of psychological
assessment. We also showed the usefulness of LSEM for
developmental research.
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